Abstract. Magnetization of a Current Transformer (CT) is a non-linear characteristic, which can cause distortion in its secondary waveform, causing malfunction of protective relay. In this paper, two algorithms based on mathematical morphology, morphological gradient and improved morphological gradient have been compared for detection of CT saturation. The improved morphological gradient is effective in removing noise and separating transient information from the signal. Starting and end time of saturation can be detected using this algorithm.
Introduction
Major function of the protective CT is to transform the maximum possible current under normal as well as during faulty conditions, but its saturation is unavoidable. The amount of saturation depends on the level of fault current, residual flux, magnitude of the DC component, primary & secondary time constant of CT and burden on secondary side of CT. A number of methods have been suggested by researchers for detection of CT saturation.
Kang et al. [1] presented an algorithm based on calculation of flux available in core of CT using secondary current. But, the prime drawback of this algorithm is that the value of residue flux remains zero during initial calculation, which is not true in all situations. Fernandez et al. [2] proposed impedance-based CT saturation detection algorithm for busbar differential protection. But the necessity of both voltage and current signals for detection of CT saturation is the main shortcoming of this scheme. Later on, Pan et al. [3] described CT compensation algorithm based on conversion of current waveform distorted by CT saturation to a compensated current waveform. However, this scheme is comparativly slower than other schemes because it requires one-and-half cycle (after inception of fault) to calculate compensated value of current.
Afterwards, [5] suggested scheme based on second and third current difference function. Nevertheless, fixed value of threshold may not be able to detect very low saturation condition and presence of noise & harmonics during fault condition. Thereafter, Hong et al. [5] [6] presented Wavelet-based techniques for CT saturation detection. But susceptibility of Wavelet against noise, which may present during fault, is the fundamental disadvantage of the said two schemes. Later on various researchers have proposed different techniques of CT saturation detection based on different techniques.
CT saturation occurs and ends (referred to as CT into saturation), the secondary current waveform will appear singularity. Due to its strong ability of singularity recognition, morphological gradients (MG) have been used by literature [7] to design a multi-resolution morphological gradient (MMG) to detect the singular characteristics of secondary current during CT saturation. In order to rectify the said problem, an improved morphological gradient algorithm for CT saturation detection has been used in this paper, which has two aspects. The first one is filtering and second is singularity detection. So, the algorithm is anti-noise and saturation detection, thus Enhance the flexibility, robustness and adaptability of the algorithm. The proposed scheme has been tested on CT model presented in PSCAD/EMTDC software package.
Mathematical Morphology
Originally introduced by Matheron and Serra as a tool for investigating geometric structure in binary images, is a nonlinear theory for signal processing and analysis [5] . Other than most filtering methodologies emphasizing on the response of frequency domain, MM prefers to depict the profile of signal waveform in the pure time domain. The underlying basis of the morphological filtering technique is to process signals by a function, known generally as the Structuring Element (SE) or the structuring function. When operating upon a signal of complicated shapes, MM operations are capable of decomposing a signal into certain parts with specific purposes and highlighting them from the background. As known, most applications of power system analysis are the processing of a one-dimensional signal. A superimposed transient signal is normally taken to represent foreground regions, while the steady-state signal, no matter whether pre-fault or post-fault, acts as the background. Suppose that the original sampling is expressed by the function ( ) X x whose domain is x D and the structure function is given by ( ) G y whose domain is g D .Therefore, two basic morphological operators can be specified as erosion and dilation [6] , defined as follows:
The gradient operator is an effective tool to show up the edge (rapid change) information and thus is appropriate to detect the transient superimposed on a steady-state signal. However, it is sensitive to most noises as well. In contrast, the morphological filter has outstanding denoising ability. Thereby, the combination of morphological filter and arithmetic differential operation naturally results in the emergence of a morphological gradient (MG). The basic MG is defined as the arithmetic difference between the dilated and the eroded original sampling function, with the elementary SE. The definition of MG is given by
(3) MG is actually other than the gradient in mathematical fundamentals. Beside the successive sampled signal, the MG is determined by the difference between maxima and minima obtained within the domain of the flat SE. Analogous to the wavelet analysis; the concept of multi-resolution analysis is introduced to MM.
Multi-resolution Morphological Gradient
Multi-resolution morphological filtering can limit various noises effectively. Combined with the concept of MG, the goal of highlighting singularity information together with the depressing noise can be achieved in the meantime. Accordingly, a multi-resolution morphological gradient (MMG) is proposed [8] . The technique is introduced here to recognize and characterize the moments of transient change, such as fault occurrence and CT saturation. To extract the ascending and descending edges of the transient signal, the MMG is designed to possess scalable flat lines SE g + and g
− with different
origins. Where g + is the SE used for extracting the ascending edges and g − is for the identifying the descending edges.
Improved Form of Morphological Gradient
In this paper, studies have been made on the basis of improved morphological gradient,. This algorithm has two aspects, firstly filtering and secondly singularity detection, filtering and singularity detection are carried out with different types and lengths of SEs ( 1
).It adopts a hybrid alternating filter method. In below equation ( ) stands for opening which is dilation of the eroded signal. ( ) • Stands for closing which is erosion of the dilated signal.
The improved morphological gradient is defined as
In this paper, the SE and the appropriate length and type of SE for CT saturation detection, noise elimination and singularity detection are studied by simulation. , an average magnetic path length of 62 cm and a rated load of 30 VA. Sampling frequency is set at 20 kHz; all sides have the phase angle difference of 10°. At time 0.08s three-phase short circuit occurs on L3, the saturation current waveform shown in Figure 2 (limiting to the secondary side). CT primary short-circuit current RMS value I 1 = 800 A; CT secondary impedance R = 2Ω, L = 1 mH.
Result and Discussion
There are many factors that affect the saturation of current transformer CT, such as core structure parameters, magnitude of the steady-state component of fault current, non-periodic component of fault current, and load. For studies structural parameters and turn ratio of CT are fixed .Whereas effects of change in the magitude of steady-state component of short-circuit,non-periodic component, load etc are studied through simulation. Through simulation studies it was found that saturation is affected by magnitude of steady-state component, of fault current, as the steady state component increases ,the saturation becomes more serious. When non-periodic component is largest,as at 0 o , the saturation is the most serious.and finally, the larger the secondary side load,the more easily the CT core is saturated and the more serious the secondary side current distortion is.After a number of simulations the following CT saturated curve was chosen. 
Selecting Appropriate Type and Length of SE
Function of SE is similar to the filter window in general signal processing and type and length of SE will have direct impact on morphological operations.Selecting different length or type of SE will produce completely different results. Power signals are generally sinusoidal signals of power frequency 50Hz, which may be contaminated by different interferences such as , random background noise, transient spikes interference, and electromagnetic transient interferences. The disturbance will affect saturation detection and must be filtered before saturation detection. Generally SE should be close to the graphic charachteristics of signal to be analyzed as far as possible. The prionciple of filtering is to filter noise to the maximum extent and preserve singularity of the original signal.
In this paper ,for the selection of optimal structing element selection, simulations were carried out on saturated CT model presented.30db of white noise was added to the signal to be processed, while the length of all types of SEs was kept unchanged i.e 8 for the evaluation of their filtering effects.For this pupose Ball shaped, Diamond, Disc-Shaped, Semicircular, Straight line(flat), and Ladder type SEs were used..Analyzing the Root mean Sqaure erroer RMSE, and Signal to noise ratio SNR of all the selected types of SEs SE for filtering, it was found that Straight line(flat) and semicircular type SE has the maximum retention characteristics.
Length of SE
In the following table ,flat type SE was taken ,and then effects of different lengths were used to calculate the SNR and RMSE values as shown in table below. From the simulation studies of length of SE, 2,6,12,24.and from the table ,we can see that as the length of the SE is increased ,the RMSE is decreased first,and SNR increases,so as the ability to filter the interferences is enhanced . After the simulation studies it was found that the optimal interval for SE from 6 to 12 is more appropriate.So considering the filtering effects for different noises, time consumption and other factors, a flate SE with length 8 is selected for morphological filtering.
Similar simulation studies were made for selecting proper type and length of SE for singularity detection. Ladder type SE with a length of 4 was chosen as the most appropriate for this purpose.
Results
Taking the secondary saturation current in the previous simulation as the experimental sample, the morphological gradient method and the improved morphological gradient method are compared. Figure 3 shows the ideal condition of CT saturation without noise interference. In the picture the first spike correspond to the time of fault and the second spike correspond to the CT saturation moment, third small spike correspond first saturation ending and so on.It can be seen that the peak of singular charachteristic is obtained at the time of fault and saturation time of CT.The time of fault occurance is 80ms ,whereas the CT enters into saturation at 86.5ms. In the absense of noise, morphological gradient and improved morphological gradient quite effective in detecting fault occurence and CT saturation moment. Figure 4 shows that when 30dB white noise is added at 90 ms. In the presence of white noise the morphological gradient detection method is ineffective. Singular information at saturation can barely be obtained. whereas, the information at the end of saturation is completely noisy In the presence of white noise interference; the sensitivity of morphological gradient method is not good. We can see that in the improved morphological gradient method, the CT saturation occurs for the first time at 86.5 ms and ends at 98.5 ms, spikes corresponding to the end time are affected by white noise but still can be detected correctly. It can be seen from the above comparision that in the presence of white noise, the improved morphological gradient method can still effectively detect the singularity of the secondary current when saturation occur. 
Conclusion
This paper used an improved morphological gradient method for the detection of the CT saturation condition. It consist two parts which are filtering and singularity detection for saturation in the presence of noise. CT saturation cases were generated using PSCAD/EMTDC software. Based on the comparative evaluation, the performance of the proposed scheme is found to be superior compared with the existing schemes. Moreover, the results obtained from the analysis demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme for the accurate detection of CT saturation.
